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INTRODUCTION 
Guru Nanak founded Sikhism in the fifteenth 

century. He preached the universal message of “One 

God and One Humanity”. The word, “Sikh” is a Punjabi 

term created by Guru Nanak to describe a follower of 

Sikhism. It has its root as ‘sekha’ in the Pali language 

meaning an elect, learner of a religious doctrine (Sikhyaa 

or Siksaa) as in Great Buddha Dhammpad or in Sikh 

parlance, chosen by (God), God’s own.? According to 

the Sikh Gurdwara Act VIII, 1925 [9] a ‘Sikh’ is a 

person who professes the Sikh religion. The Act further 

provides that in case of doubt a person shall be deemed 

to be Sikh if he subscribes to the declaration; “I solemnly 

affirm that I am a Sikh, that I believe in the Guru Granth 

Sahib and in the 10 Sikh Gurus, that I have no other 

religion.” The nomenclature of ‘Khalsa’ given by Guru 

Gobind Singh, the 10th Guru, to the initiated Sikhs also 

means the same. The term ‘Khalsa’ derived from Persian 

then current for King’s own lands, was applied to the 

initiated Sikhs as belonging to the Guru and the Akal 

Purakh. 

 

Guru Nanak sought to create a distinct, self-existent, and 

all embracing social-religious system. He preached the 

doctrine of “Ultimate Truth” for Sikhs to believe in One 

God, the Creator, who is inimical, eternal, transcendent, 

formless, and all pervasive and founded Sikhism as the 

Universal Unique religion.  

‘Sikhism’ as a religion, is the disciplined dignified mode 

of worldly living that is regulated according to high moral 

standards. The human form is considered a blessing from 

God, allowing the mortal to think, and thus comprehend 

the mystery of creation, and appreciate other aspects of 

nature and the universe in which we live.  This strict code 

of conduct adopted and followed according to the ‘Will’ of 

God and as outlined in the Aad Guru Granth Sahib 

(AGGS) [1] by the ‘Sikh Gurus’ promotes one to become 

‘Gurmukh’ (Guru-oriented) or ‘GurSikh’ (Sikh of the 

Guru). In attaining salvation, Sikhs reject all kinds of 

subjective-fasts, rites and rituals, mortification of body, 

self-torture, penances and renunciation. Sikhs do not 

believe in worship of gods and goddesses, stones and 

Idols, pictures and paintings, graves and mausoleums. The 

only source of reverence and utmost respect for Sikhs is 

the Aad Guru Granth Sahib (AGGS) [1]. 

 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss various aspects of 

Uniqueness of Sikhism as a self existent religion based on 

the principal doctrines in Aad Guru Granth Sahib (AGGS).  

 

WHAT MAKES A RELIGION UNIQUE?  
The word ‘Unique’ meaning ‘sole’, ‘unequaled’, ‘peculiar’ 

and ‘unusual’ is interpreted as “being the only one” or 

“being without a like or equal.” The term ‘religion’, 

according to New Webster’s Dictionary means a man’s 

expression of his acknowledgement of the Divine, a 
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system of beliefs and practices relating to the sacred and 

uniting its adherents in a community [4]. According to 

Bhai Kahn Singh the way expressed by the holy people to 

achieve the Ultimate Truth is called a ‘religion’ [7]. 

 

Sikhism, based on the principle doctrines of the AGGS, is 

strictly monotheistic, believing in nothing but the One and 

Only Supreme Being, Absolute yet all pervading, the 

Eternal, the Creator, the Cause of causes, inimical, 

without hate, both Immanent in Creation and beyond. 

Guru Arjan has elaborated the qualities of a unique 

religion in Raag Gaurree when he wrote: 

 
srb Drm mih sRyst Drmu ] hir ko nwmu jip inrml krmu ] 
sgl ik®Aw mih aUqm ikirAw ] swDsMig durmiq mlu ihirAw ] 
sgl audm mih audmu Blw ] hir kw nwmu jphu jIA sdw ] 
sgl bwnI mih AMimRq bwnI ] hir ko jsu suin rsn bKwnI ] 
sgl Qwn qy Ehu aUqm Qwnu ] 
nwnk ijh Git vsY hir nwmu ]8]3] 
Of all religions, the best religion is to chant the Name of 

the Akal Purakh and maintain pure conduct. 

  

Of all religious rituals, the most sublime ritual is to erase 

the filth of the dirty mind in the Company of the Holy. Of 

all efforts, the best effort is to meditate the Name, the Akal 

Purakh, forever. Of all speech, the most ambrosial 

speech is to hear the Akal Purakh’s Praise and chant it 

yourself. Of all places, the most sublime place, O Nanak, 

is that heart in which the Name of the Akal Purakh abides. 

|8||3|| 

AGGS, M 5, p.266 

 

From the above referenced Sabd of Guru Arjan it can be 

deduced that there is no place of worship for Idols, gods 

and goddesses or seeking blessings from the graves and 

trees. The only logical way to attain peace of mind and 

salvation is by praising the God either individually or in 

company of other holy people. Through ‘Naam’ one 

realizes the coming of God’s Grace within oneself and 

become enlightened as part of the Almighty, confident all 

the while enjoying and sharing life as the ‘Will’ of God. 

Thus Nanakian philosophy [2] differentiates itself 

completely from the Vedantic thought where a Sikh never 

believes to become a god or goddess before achieving the 

Ultimate Bliss. By application of such scientific simple 

principles in daily life of a Sikh can lead the way to 

blissful feeling during his/her current life. Following are 

some of the significant factors for consideration that make 

Sikhism, a Universal unique religion:   

 

1.  A religion is unique among all others when its 

principles dictate the appreciation of a ‘Universal 

God’ not monopolized by one nation or by one 

religion. 

2.  When God is considered not just another higher 

judgmental authority for rewards or punishment, 

but the ‘GOD OF GRACE.’ 

3.  When the principles dictate that the human is 

created not to suffer for primal ‘sins’, but for 

realization of purpose of life and the creation in the 

cosmos. Sikhism differs from other religions in its 

basic postulates that human life is not sinful in its 

origin, but having emanated from pure source 

remains pure in its essence even in life. 

4.  When the founder of the religion calls great mother 

Earth the expression of God’s highest Grace and 

the human life as the most benevolent gift to 

humanity. 

5.  When the Scripture is written by the founders of 

the religion themselves (Sikh Gurus), and contains 

writings of Saints, Soofies, and multiple Bhagatas 

of different religious backgrounds whose 

philosophy may be different from that of the 

Founders. 

6.  When holy-scripture is written in a language and 

dialect easily discernible by the masses and the 

language itself was created and perfected by the 

Sikh Gurus. 

7.  When gender equality is recognized in the religion, 

where woman is given equal status to man and her 

role as a mother is deeply appreciated.  

8.  To promote Equality in humanity, Guru Nanak 

initiated ‘Lungar’ (community kitchen) that was 

popularized by successor Gurus and everybody 

regardless of caste, creed or social status had to 

partake food while seated together.  

9.  When the founders of the religion and their 

followers are willingly ready to lay down their 

lives not only for the sake of their religion but, to 

help and protect others from cruel injustices 

regardless of their religious preferences.  

10.  When the philosophy in transmigration of ‘Karma’ 

differs significantly from philosophy in the writ of 

karma from past life. The karma according to 

Nanakian philosophy could be created and erased 

here in present human life by the Grace of One 

personal-Absolute God, which is to be invoked not 

merely through the way of Works (Karma-marg) or 

the way of Knowledge (Jnana-marg) but through 

the love-worship by dwelling upon, and following, 

the WAY of the NAAM (NAAM-MARG), as 

follows:  
  
 nwmY hI qy sBu prgtu hovY nwmy soJI pweI] 
 Through the name everything is revealed; through 

the name, understanding is obtained. 

 AGGS, M 1, p 946 
 
 nwmY hI qy sBu ikCu hoAw ibnu siqgur nwmu n jwpY ]  

Everything comes from the Name of the God; 
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without the True Guru, the Naam is not experienced.  

 AGGS, M 3, p 753.  

 

11.  When compared to the acceptance of Truth as a 

mental process it is promulgated that truth is above 

everything, but higher still is truthful living. 

12. When the Nanakian philosophy preaches that 

relationship with God is personal and intimate, and 

there is no need for God to be reincarnated in human 

or angelic form, and the individual can approach God 

directly without any intermediary.  

 

The factors enumerated above and the qualifications for a 

unique religion written by Guru Arjan, Sikhism could be 

characterized as a unique religion that is self existent right 

from its original founding by Guru Nanak. Sikhism is 

NOT a blending of other existing religions nor is it a 

reproduction of existing religious beliefs. The Gurbani that 

the Sikh Gurus narrated, wrote and compiled themselves 

into the AGGS came as direct revelations from God 

without the help of any intermediary angels or creatures as 

described by Guru Arjan declared as follows: 
 
“Dur kI bwxI AweI ]” 
“The word comes from the Primal Being” 

AGGS, M 5, p 628 

 

As Heschel [3]  puts it, “what is important in mysticism is 

that something happens. What is important in a prophetic 

act is that something is said.”  Guru Nanak is the first 

prophet ever born in the long and rich spiritual history of 

India, who claimed direct confrontation with God and 

guidance through revelations without any intermediary 

elements in the form of angels, creatures or vegetation. 

 

REVELATION  
(a) Is it an act of revealing or communicating divine 

truth or  

(b) Something that is revealed by God to human beings 

or  

(c) An enlightening or astonishing disclosure?   

 

Revelation is a mental human phenomenon. God does not 

say "I am revealing it to you." It is the person who thinks 

that he/she comprehends something as coming from God  

or believes that God is telling something to them. 

Revelation is about something that we do not know by 

reason, logic or science. 

   

It may be safer to say that in revelation everything is 

imaginative, moreover subjective; everything is perceived 

according to the mind of the receiver. Thus revelation is 

subjective interpretation of something a person perceives 

or declares shown to him/her by God.  

 

This is a very sensitive issue and it is up to the believers 

what could be accepted as true revelation. When we say 

it was revealed, what exactly are we believing in, is it 

that we believe: 

1) that somebody had encountered God or some 

experience of the Divine, 

2) that through that experience that person learned 

something related to God, 

3)  that it was the 'Will of God' that his knowledge 

would be shared with others, and 

4)  that we believe what this person says is True. 

  

There are two ways to know God. 

1.   by reason 

2.   by revelation 

  

By reason God through His/Her manifestation has been 

known to almost everybody. Most of all religions 

provide this opportunity to know God by experience, 

logic, science or realization of His/ Her creation. BUT, 

we still keep wondering about the Creator, although 

some accept it just as the Eternal Power, Godhead or the 

Creator. The implications of revelation that God 

enlightened some human beings cannot be that easily 

comprehended, but, to do so we have been guided by 

Guru Nanak in JapJi Sahib, where he wrote,  

 
vfw swihbu aUcw Qwau ] aUcy aUpir aUcw nwau] 
eyvf aUcw hovY koeI iqis aUcy ko jwxY soie] 
The God is Great and Its place is the highest of all. So 

are Its attributes highest of all. 

If anyone becomes as great as the God only then one 

may comprehend God’s greatness.  

AGGS, Jap # 24, p 5. 

 

To elaborate the doctrine of direct revelations, Guru 

Arjan by negating comprehension of the magnanimity 

and unfathomable infinite mystique of Almighty as 

follows: 

 
mihmw n jwnih byd ] bRhmy nhI jwnih Byd ] 
Avqwr n jwnih AMqu ] prmysru pwrbRhm byAMqu ]1] 
ApnI giq Awip jwnY ] suix suix Avr vKwnY ]1] rhwau ] 
sMkrw nhI jwnih Byv ] Kojq hwry dyv ] 
dyvIAw nhI jwnY mrm ] sB aUpir AlK pwrbRhm ]2] 
ApnY rMig krqw kyl ] Awip ibCorY Awpy myl ] 
ieik Brmy ieik BgqI lwey ] Apxw kIAw Awip jxwey ]3] 
 

The Vedas do not know Its (God) greatness. Brahma 

does not know Itss mystery. Incarnated beings do not 

know Its limit. The Transcendent God, the Supreme God, 

is infinite. ||1|| Only God knows Its own state.  

Others speak of God only by hearsay. ||1||Pause||  

 

Shiva does not know Its mystery. The gods grown weary 
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of searching for God. The goddesses do not know Its 

misery. Above all is the unseen, Supreme God. ||2||  

The Creator plays Its own plays. God separates and 

unites.  

 

Some wander around, while others are linked to Its 

devotional worship. By Its actions, God makes Its known. 

||3|| 

 

Guru Arjan further adds: 

sMqn kI suix swcI swKI ] so bolih jo pyKih AwKI ] 
nhI lypu iqsu puMin n pwip ]  
nwnk kw pRBu Awpy Awip ]4]25]36] 
Listen to the true story of the Saints.  

They speak only of what they see with their eyes.  

He is not involved with virtue or vice.  

Nanak's God is by Itself all-in-all. ||4||25||36|| 

AGGS, M 5, p 894. 

 

UNIQUENESS OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES-AAD 

GURU GRANTH SAHIB  
Aad Guru Granth Sahib (AGGS) was compiled by Guru 

Arjan in 1604 CE. The Granth Sahib contains, besides the 

Gurbani of the Sikh Gurus, compositions of multiple 

Bhagatas like Kabir, Farid and NaamDev among others. 

 

The AGGS is the only scripture of the world which had 

been written by the Sikh Gurus themselves and compiled 

by one of the them, Guru Arjan, in 1604, and installed as 

the guiding source for humanity. The AGGS contains 

5894 hymns in all with the largest portion of compositions 

are by Guru Arjan (2216), Guru Nanak (976) Guru Angad 

(61), Guru Amardas (907), Guru Ramdas (679), Guru 

Arjan (2216) and Guru Teg Bahadur (118) and the total 

contribution of Bhagatas and Bards (937).  

 

The poetry in AGGS is arranged in various Ragas of 

Indian prosody. Numerous variations have been employed 

to make the hymns more musical and add intensity to their 

lyrical notes.  

Each and every hymn has been numbered, attributed to 

the author and counted for the number of hymns in a 

given musical meter; thus rendering it impossible, for any 

additions, deletions, and alterations in the original verse. 

The excellent indexing adds further to the authenticity of 

the Holy Scripture being the original and unadulterated 

version.  

 

Dr. Gopal Singh wrote, “No other religion has perhaps 

shown catholicity of outlook in bringing together views of 

such diverse hues and even when they are diametrically 

opposed to the tenets of the faith of whose scripture they 

now form an integral part.” [5] Including Bani of the 

Hindu Bhagatas and the Muslim Soofies provides 

unparalleled universality and uniqueness to AGGS. The 

Sikhs and the world honors and reverends the AGGS as 

the Eternal embodiment of the Gurus, as enjoined by 

10th Nanak, Guru Gobind Singh, and the expungement 

of any portion thereof is considered sacrilegious [6]  

 

From the very beginning Guru Nanak wrote his sabds in 

a notebook called ‘Pothi’ and kept it with him all 

through his travels and preaching. After Guru Nanak 

handed over his works to Guru Angad, the succeeding 

Sikh Gurus added their Bani to that of Guru Nanak till 

Guru Arjan (the fifth Nanak) collected all the Gurus 

writings and selected Bani of various Bhagatas to 

compile them into a Granth in 1604 CE. The dialect and 

language (Gurmukhi script) used in the Granth was 

selected and perfected by the founder Guru Nanak and 

Guru Angad.  

 

Sikhism does not depend upon any event that has 

occurred in history, as is the case with many other 

religions. Sikhism asserts three fundamental 

propositions, wrote Sirdar Kapur Singh; [8]: 

1.  The Ultimate Reality is not comprehensible through 

the sensory-motor perceptions or pure speculation of 

thought. 

2.  The Ultimate Reality is continuous with and 

partakes of the religious experience of the Numenon, 

which experience is the matrix of other values of 

Truth, Beauty and Good, and which experience is 

implicit in and inheres in the universal human 

religious consciousness. 

3  There is a way of cultivating and making explicit 

this consciousness of the Numena such as leads to 

the vision of God. 

 

The founder of Sikhism has asserted that there is 

technique and there is discipline, which is called the 

Practice of the Name, and realizing Reality during 

current life as written in the Sikh scripture, which is 

more suitable and efficacious for achieving this vision 

of God than others in the present age and in the current 

mental climate of mankind. The Reality is Love and one 

can be at peace with oneself and the world only if one 

lives a life of Love and can adapt in the direction of that 

Reality. It just cannot be over-emphasized that 

spiritual experience is above all a practical 

experience of love, and with Love there are no 

regulations, contracts or rules. The Sikh Gurus have 

illustrated it as follows:  

 
myrY min qin pRymu nwmu AwDwru ] nwmu jpI nwmo suK swru ]1] 
The love of the Naam, the name of the God, is the 

support of my mind and body. 

I meditate the Naam; because Naam is the essence of 

peace and happiness. 

AGGS, M 4, p 366. 
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ris pRym Br ikCu boil n jwxI ] 
I am filled with the essence of His Love, and I cannot put 

anything into words. 

AGGS, M 5, p 459. 

 

To attain that true Love of the God, Guru Nanak 

recommended very strict conditions when he wrote: 

 
jau qau pRym Kylx kw cwau ] isru Dir qlI glI myrI Awau] 
ieq mwrig pYru DrIjY] isru dIjY kwix n kIjY]20] 
If you desire to play this game of Love with me, 

Then step into My Path with your head in your palm. 

And when have chosen to place your feet in this Path, 

Do not shirk in sacrificing your head, and do not pay any 

attention to other’s opinion.(20) 

AGGS, M 1, p 1410.  

 

UNIVERSALITY AND UNIQUENESS OF 

SIKHISM 
Guru Nanak’s revelations involved the integration of the 

spiritual life with the empirical life of man. The 

integration has to enrich life and society. It is a path of 

love, humility, service, sacrifice, martyrdom, and total 

responsibilities as the instrument of God or the basic 

Universal Consciousness moving the world. Life is 

provided to humanity to be lived in with complete 

enjoyment of the Creation and not to be thrown away in 

asceticism or abandonment. A Sikh is supposed to be a 

devotee of the Almighty as well as a house holder, a peace 

maker, a protestor against injustice and a priest unto 

oneself. After initiation into the faith by the 10th Guru, 

Guru Gobind Singh, a Sikh is no longer merely a disciple 

of his Guru but also a mentor. Guru Nanak by writing the 

following Sabd liberated the Sikhs from various taboos on 

food, clothes, rituals and rites attached in Vedic 

philosophy and other religions. He wrote;  

 
siB rs imTy mMinAY suixAY swloxy ] 
Kt qursI muiK bolxw mwrx nwd kIey ] 
CqIh AMimRq Bwau eyku jw kau ndir kryie ]1] 
bwbw horu Kwxw KusI KuAwru ] 
ijqu KwDY qnu pIVIAY mn mih clih ivkwr ]1] rhwau ] 
rqw pYnxu mnu rqw supydI squ dwnu ] 
nIlI isAwhI kdw krxI pihrxu pYr iDAwnu ] 
kmrbMdu sMqoK kw Dnu jobnu qyrw nwmu ]2] 
bwbw horu pYnxu KusI KuAwru ] 
ijqu pYDY qnu pIVIAY mn mih clih ivkwr ]1] rhwau ] 
GoVy pwKr suieny swKiq bUJxu qyrI vwt ] 
qrks qIr kmwx sWg qygbMd gux Dwqu ] 
vwjw nyjw piq isau prgtu krmu qyrw myrI jwiq ]3] 
bwbw horu cVxw KusI KuAwru ] 
ijqu ciVAY qnu pIVIAY mn mih clih ivkwr ]1] rhwau ] 

Gr mMdr KusI nwm kI ndir qyrI prvwru ] 
hukmu soeI quDu BwvsI horu AwKxu bhuqu Apwru ] 
nwnk scw pwiqswhu pUiC n kry bIcwru ]4] 
bwbw horu sauxw KusI KuAwru ] 
ijqu suqY qnu pIVIAY mn mih clih ivkwr ]1] rhwau ]4]7] 
Agg, m 1, p-16. 
Believing all tastes are sweet. Hearing the salty flavors 

are tasted; 

Chanting with one’s mouth, the spicy flavors are  

savored. All these spices have been made from the Sound

-Current of Naad.  

The thirty-six flavors of ambrosial nectar are in Love of 

the One Lord; they are tasted only by one who is blessed 

by His Glance of Grace. (1) 

O Baba, the pleasures of other foods are false. 

Eating them the body is ruined, and wickedness and 

corruption enter into the mind. (1)(Pause). 

My mind is imbued with the Lord’s Love; it is dyed a 

deep crimson. Truth and charity are my white clothes. 

The blackness of sin is erased by my wearing of blue 

clothes, and meditation on the Lord’s lotus feet is my 

robe is my robe of honor. 

Contentment is my Cummerbund. Your name is my 

wealth and youth. (2) 

O Baba, the pleasures of other clothes are false. 

Wearing them, body is ruined, and wickedness and 

corruption enter into the mind. 

(1) (Pause). 

The understanding of Your Way, Lord, is horses with 

saddles and bags of gold for me. 

The pursuit of virtue is my bow and arrow, my quiver, 

sword and scabbard.  

To be distinguished with honor is my drum and banner. 

Your mercy is my social status.(3) 

O Baba, the pleasures of other rides are false. 

By such rides, the body is ruined, and wickedness and 

corruption enter the mind. (1) (Pause). 

The Naam, the Name of the Lord, is the pleasure of 

houses and mansions. Your Glance of Grace is my 

family, Lord. 

 The Hukm of Your Command is the pleasure of Your 

Will, Lord. To say anything else is far beyond anyone’s 

reach. 

O’ Nanak, the True King does not seek advice from 

anyone else in His decisions.(4) 

O’ Baba, the pleasure of other sleep is false. 

By such sleep, the body is ruined, and wickedness and 

corruption enter into the mind. 

(1) (Pause) (4) (7) 

AGGS, M 1, p 16. 

 

This should clear any doubts about Sikhism being self 

existent religion and demolish any ardent claims of its 

origin or links to Hinduism or Islam.  
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Dr. Gopal Singh elaborated the significant Uniqueness in 

Sikhism when he questioned, “who are we mortals to sit 

in judgment upon other mortals.” No caste is high or low 

nor a man is condemned sinner or a sanctified being, but 

he who is so judged in the court of God.  

 
ijsu hiQ joru kir vyKY soie]nwnk auqmu nIcu n koeI] 
Nobody has such power, and if one claims that power, 

let one try. 

Nanak says: Nobody is superior or inferior under the 

power of God (the Laws of Universe. 

AGGS, Jap 33, p 7. 

 

Guru Nanak in the 34th stanza of Japji Sahib further 

elaborates the role of Sikhs in Sikhism: 

 
rwqI ruqI iQqI vwr ] pvx pwxI AgnI pwqwl ] 
iqsu ivic DrqI Qwip rKI Drm swl ]   
iqsu ivic jIA jugiq ky rMg ] 
iqn ky nwm Anyk Anµq ] krmI krmI hoie vIcwru ] 
scw Awip scw drbwru ] iqQY sohin pMc prvwxu ] 
ndrI krim pvY nIswxu ] kc pkweI EQY pwie ] 
nwnk gieAw jwpY jwie ]34]  
Nights, Days, Seasons, and weeks; 

Wind and water around the earth, and fire in 

‘patal’ (center of the earth) 

Amidst these natural phenomenon and resources, the 

earth is placed 

 as a venue to promulgate righteousness. 

There on are various types of living beings, 

And their names and kinds are unaccountable. 

Are judged on what their Actions be, 

By the court of Ever-Existing True One, the God, 

There sparkles the ones approved, appointed, 

And they, by His Grace, are anointed. 

 There, O there, ‘tis known who’s True, who’s false; 

‘Tis he who’s there that knows. (34). 

 AGGS, Jap 34, p 7.   

  

At no time in the history of the world have men suffered 

so much to protect the faith of ‘others’ nor accept the 

validity of other faiths as that promulgated in Sikhism. 

No other faith has raised to the level of its own scriptures 

utterances of divinity by men of diverse creeds. 

Toleration of other view-point is different; its integration 

with the spiritual life of a creed is new experiment in the 

history of Sikhism. And for the protection of no faith, 

men of other creeds fought so zealously as followers of 

the Sikh faith. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Sikhism is self existent having its own founder, 

original Scripture based on direct revelations with God 

and indoctrinated in the spirit of the Sikh to be a ‘good 

soldier’ that fights against injustice to humanity and as 

a ‘saint’ maintains high standards of social and 

spiritual life of a householder. The Sikh is liberated 

from the restricting taboos of foods, clothes, 

superstitions about days and time, about death and is 

provided with the opportunity to achieve Grace of God 

during present life. In contradiction to ardent claims 

about Sikhism as part of Hinduism or Islam, the 

Sikhism does not believe in Idol worship, rites or 

rituals, paintings or pictures, stones or statues, graves 

but accepts only the holy Aad Guru Granth Sahib as 

the guiding Guru. A critical review of the Gurbani 

indoctrinated in Aad Guru Granth Sahib provides solid 

evidence that Sikhism is neither an offshoot of any cult 

nor any synthesis of Islamic monotheism or Hindu 

metaphysics.  

 

The principles indoctrinated in Nanakian philosophy 

are applicable to the whole humanity and makes the 

basis for considering Sikhism, a Universal Unique 

religion. 
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